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PART - Avery short answer type qlrestions. Answer ail questions (1 mark each).1. Define Economic System.
2. Define Industrial reserve army of labour.
3. What is Gender sensitive economics ?
4' what is meani by steady state economy "/ 

(4x1_4)
PART _ B

short answer type questions. Answer any seven questions (2 marks each).5. Elucidate the idea of Dialectical materialism.
6. Write a note on Neuro Econornics.
7. What is Ecological economics ?

8. What is the relevance of Gender Budgeting ?
9' g:i:il,9.the issues raisecl bv Gender cririque regarding neocrassical

10. "Ecorogicar aspects of economic deveropment is highry important,, 
.

-1 
1. Point out the conceptuar rinkage between crassism and Marxism.12' Point out the uses of econometrics in current economic anarysis.

13_ What is Behavroural Econor-nics ?
14. Write short note on Women and development.
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PART _ C

Short essay type questions. Answer any four questions (3 marks each).
15' What is the immiserization of the proretariat by Marx ?
16. "Economic growth wirr reach stationary state,' Do you agree ?

17 ' Exprain the impact of monopory capitar in an economy.

18. What are the economic features imperialism ?

19. Analyze the contributions made ny Garry Becker.

20. why behaviourar economics is important now-a-days ? (4x3=12)

PART _ D

Essay type questions. Answer any two questions (5 marks each).
21' Explain in detair the Marxian concept capitarist crisis.

22' "co evolution of Ecologicaland Economic system are highly impoftant,,commenton the statement with speciar emphasis to sustainabre deveropment.

23' ls it possible to evaluate the reasons of financial crisis in the light ofinternationalisaiion of monopoiy capiiai ?

24' what is Gender Budgeting ? Assess the rore and importance ofGender Budgeting '- " "f""'rs' 'vv L/' 
(2x5=10)


